LOVE, NATURE AND SEX
Love means warm affcclion, benevolence, sexual passions. It also
includes mutual attraction.
We have already explained love at first sighi and love marriage in
the previous chapter.
Now we shall explain love nature of an individual and the love sign
which is amiable to him/her in life.
MOON
Moon affects the human life the most. It indicates Mind. It is the most
important planet in Hindu Astrology, all yogas arc counted from Moon,
matching of horoscopes is made from Moon, eic. The sign in which
Moon is placed in your birth chart is called your Janam Rasi and is vital
for all predictions and readings throughout life.
In females Moon loo piays an imporiant role. The monthly
menstruation of a woman is due to interaction of Moon and Mars.
Moon denotes mind, intellect, emotions, temperament, sex
atlitude, woman's generative organs. Also signifies mother, charming
eyes, breasts, love for pleasure and beauty, family life, personal and
private affairs. Also Moon rules over our working of mind, likes and
dislikes.
So in Hindu asirology Moon has a significant role to play.
Analysing one's Moon sign or Janam Rasi will revca! his love nature.
We lay down here the effects of Moon in different signs in detail for
Male and Female separately as this is of vital importance.
Moon in Signs
1. In Aries
Males: Such persons are enthusiasts to some extent. Sometimes
irritable and show fits of anger. One insists on his own way, disobedient
to superiors, independent and self-reliant. Very spontaneous,
optimistic, courageous, practical, of changeable nature, quick
tempered, impulsive, aggressive and fond of travelling.
In case Moon is afflicted, some danger of drowning and trouble
through women. Makes one restless, rash and independent. Change of
occupation.
Females: Such women have a strong muscular body. Ambitious,
quick tempered, angry mind, easily swayed by flattery, selfish. Married
life is not usually happy. Suffers from mental worry, anxiety, brain
disorder in latter part of life. Headaches and impaired eyesight. They
arc fond of work.
2. In Taurus
Males: Quiet and impulsive, fond of friendship, love and marriage.
Determined, ambitious, conventional, gain from father's business or
inheritance. More sisters than brothers. One is sensuous and
materialistic but social and of good disposition. Such natives are

cheerful, kind hearted, helped through opposite sex, of good judgement,
resourceful and encounter unexpected difficulties. Great liking for
music and singing.
When Moon is found afflicted, Ihe native is passionate, prone to
exaggerate and deaf to reasons and logic. Unfortunate through friends,
love and sensitiveness.
Females: Good looking with round face and beautiful wellproportioned body. Lustrous and beautiful eyes. Passive yet positive in
thoughts and actions. Respectful to ciders, fond of fine arts, stubborn,
fond of good dishes, lazy and has love of luxury. Pleasure loving, fond
of society, especially of opposite sex. Will marry and be well-looked
after by her husband. Good housewife, educated and fond of travel.
Loves good dresses and perfumes. Likes to be dominated by her
husband.
1. In Gemini
Males: Agreeable, warm hearted, sympathetic, liberal mind, and
of ingenious nature. Busy varied life. Reserved, in personal and
domestic matters. Changes emotions, dual nature, restless, seeking
truth, lover of books and studies. One is of active mind, changes his
residence, undertakes short journeys and is quite social. Lack of
straightforwardness, one may have stepmother, brother or sister.
When Moon is afflicted, produces restlessness, confused mind,
doubts and reverse results as shown above.
Females: Attractive, keen and intelligent face, beautiful and wellsliaped body. Tendency to do many things at a time. Quick grasping
power, talkative, romantic but not warm or affectionate. Helpful to their
husbands. A good organiser but not a good housewife. Fond of reading
mid arts. Should avoid intoxicating drugs, liquors and medicines which
will affect adversely.
4. In Cancer
Males: Fond of ease and comforts at home, attached to home and
family. Friendly, social and changeable. Sensitive, generally are
influenced. Imaginative and emotional. Become fortunate through
directions of some competent man. Good ability for acting, mimicking,
expressions of thoughts and music. Travel by water, insufficient selfcontrol, economical.
An afflicted Moon indicates a shy, timid, fearful person without
cause, not much care for his own or others' interests.
Females: Such ladies arc of average height, round face, stoutness
as age advances. Family women, greatly attached to home and family.
Possessive, social, kind, religious, and respected. They are thrifty, of
good character, loved by all and of pleasant disposition. As they age arc
subjected to rheumatic pains and aches and grow heavy.
5. In Leo
Males: Much vital force and moral courage. Helpful to weaker
section, honest, sympathetic, generous and of open mind.
Magnanimous, position of responsibility and prominence. Favourable
for finances. Love of luxuries, pleasures, perfumes, dress etc. Favourite

of opposite sex and a sincere lover. Unfavourable for a father. Good
organising capacity, a leader among friends. Uplift of native socially
and mentally. This position of Moon places him in a position of
authority, trust, respect and responsibility and gives inspiration for great
achievements.
When Moon is afflicted, il makes him proud, easily offended,
conceited. One becomes fickle-minded and sensitive and experiences
loss through women etc.
Females: Fair complexion, attractive, wide and generous features,
big round eyes. They are generous, independent, leaders among
women, jolly but easily offended or hurt and apt to be vindictive and
jealous. Of fiery temper, fond of food and arc religious. Joyous, sexy
and craving for physical contacts, like to be away from madding crowds
and prefer a solitary place. Sincere, frank, good married life on the
whole. Wealthy, affectionate and passionate and as long as they love
their partner, they do it intensely, otherwise will sever connections.
6. In Virgo
Males: Such persons have good intellectual power, good memory,
trustworthy and fortunate through servants, easy going, irresolute, fond
of science in general. Many friends, especially of opposite sex, of
analytical mind and take many short journeys. Helpful to others,
practical outlook of life. Changes in profession, secret sorrows through
marriage. Such persons are fastidious, over discriminating, selfcontrolled.
When Moon is afflicted, bickerings become a mania, irritation ana
nervous overstrain. Troubles and separation in love and domestic life.
Females: Such ladies arc beautiful and have a well-proportioned
body and flashing eyes. Happy by nature but critical. Keep their homes
fashionably. Sweet and persuasive in speech. Good orators, fond of
music and dance. Hate vulgarity. Hard workers but get tired early.
Confident in their views, but also offended easily. Quiet, attracted to
opposite sex, and particularly to married men. Psychic and feel physical
troubles.
7. In Libra
Males: This position inclines to union, partnership and general
popularity. Fond of pleasures, society and amusements, company of the
young opposite sex. Courteous, social, affectionate, agreeable, kind or
equally sympathetic, warm hearted, kind in manners. Many friends,
early marriage.
Popular and attractive with opposite sex, gain through inheritance,
lucky for house, property conveyance and graceful and commanding in
appearence. Feelings will prove a good guide in all kinds of actions.
Much of his fate and many events of life will come about through the
association of other persons, greatly swayed and influenced by them.
Tranquallity of thoughts and harmony in sensation is a must for success
in life. Fond of agreement, concord and appreciations. Wealthy and
attains good position in life.
As for marital relations, such persons enjoy good domestic life,
Iove their homes and children. In case of differences with wives or
beloveds, they maintain peace.
When Moon is afflicted troubled love affairs and afflicted domestic

life and disappointments accrue. Crazy and wavering mind, delayed
marriage and dependent.
Females: Libra-born ladies are oriental in appearance, dark
magnetic eyes, beautiful, regular features, attractive and wellproportioned body. They are very social, orderly, sympathetic, very
impulsive, neat, hasty in thoughts and actions. Affectionate, avoid
hurting others or facing confrontations. They may be antagonistic but
outwardly agreeable and insincere. Fond of education, and of
independent career. Such ladies arc married and make intelligent and
helpful partners. Kidney and generative organs arc weak.
Such ladies have delicate skin, beautiful breasts, and have a knack
for choosing perfumes, dress and ornaments.
8.In Scorpio
Males: Firm, determined, self-reliant and conservative. They can
withstand the battle of life alone with courage, energy and hard work.
A verse to change, difficult to influence, and obstinate. They will
become very revolutionary and changeable.
Sometimes they are irritable, angry and revengeful. Have many
children. Not favorable for mother and her side of family. Position of
Moon docs not favour morality and may induce drinking, often cause
coarseness in speech or manner and threaten some scandal to the native.
Love of occult science.
Fond of pleasure, comforts and desires, cannot tolerate any
restriction or opposition. Danger through voyages.
When Moon is afflicted, one has disharmony in married life and
difficulties with opposite sex. Makes a person passionate, sensuous,
partial and vindictive.
Females: Scorpion Moon sign of ladies indicate plumpness and
weight, dark or fair complexion, superfluous hair on body. Body is wellproportioned.
Such ladies are arrogant, proud, jealous and vindictive. Of loose
and bad morals, excess drinking and other vices. Strong constitution
and robust health. Shrewd, passionate, revengeful, can do anything and
commit crimes connected with revenge. Fond of spices and hot food.
Cold blooded and heartless. Unsympathetic. They have many secret
friends and associates, may gain wealth through questionable means.
Throat affliction and diseases of generative system arc indicated.
9. In Sagittarius
Males: Argumentative, practical, determined, firm and selfconfident. Have drive, gain and success. Fond of pleasures and
fulfilment of desires. Energetic, courageous and positive. Forceful,
independent and aggressive. Continual desire for knowledge, very
sincere but secretive. Good vitality, leadership, fond of journeys, and
sports.
Strong love nature and fond of pets. Religious belief. Inclination
for mysticism, psychism and the occult. A good natural teacher or
preacher, clairvoyance, tendency to dreams and somnabulism. Two or
changeable occupations.
If Moon is afflicted, one is self-indulgent, unsteady, changeable
and in subordination and reverse results of the above.

Females: Such girls have large forehead, muscular body, tall and
well-proportioned body, bright eyes, charming appearance and graceful
look.
They are religious, joyous, generous and lovable. Helpful to others,
ambitious, helpful friends, healthy, do not have grudges, are generous
and forgive those who hurt them. Fortunate and successful.
Cooperative and hard workers. These women love life and get the
most out of it. Artistic in their home and happy in life.
10. In Capricorn
Males: Such Moon renders the feelings strong and steadfast.
Reliable, they are cautious in money matters, loo cold and calculativc
and at times regardless of others* feelings. The native thirsts for moral
and social advancement. Popular or notorious. If well aspectcd by
Sun, respectable and prominent. A good administrator, ruler or
leader. Opposition and loss through them.
If Moon is afflicted, separation of wife and partner, disharmony,
difference of age, social position and possessions. Lack of creative
energy, selfish, eccentric, chaotic, and inclined to upset things.
females: Such ladies are slender, have a long face, are
ambitious, and can be career women. Active, independent,
argumentative, dogmatic manners and views. Fond of music, honest
and truthful. Fond of opposite sex, they usually marry early.
11. In Aquarius
Males: Active, agreeable and courteous. Sympathetic, happy,
optimistic, love of work, fond of the company of fine and good
people. They go for political, educational and scientific work. One
may be Interested in astrology and occult sciences. Secret societies.
Liking for the strange and curious, occasionally feel sorrows and may
change through friends. Moon in Aquarius increases the imagination,
intuition, and menial sensitiveness. Gain through inheritance.
When afflicted, indicates doubtful nature, laziness, self indulgence,
one can be led astray easily. Unfavourable for marriage. Eyesight
may suffer.
Females: Such girls are very beautiful, tall, oval face, magnetic and
handsome appearance. It is so said that they arc as beautiful as Moon.
Such damsels are brilliant, wealthy, acquire wealth and enjoy
social status after marriage. Pickle-minded at times and odd in their
behaviour. Imaginative, inventive, intuitive and inspirational. Selfrespect, good reputation and of charitable nature. They love outdoor
life and sports but sometimes they are wayward and vain. As regards
health, they will suffer pain etc. in feet and lower limbs. A weak
eyesight with,age.
12. In Pisces
Males: The native is quiet, retiring and easy-going. Restless, fond
of society and variety. Irresolute and not always to be depended upon.
Such persons are restless, easily discouraged, meet obstacles,
opposition and misfortune in life. Favours travelling by water. Liking
for romance, but not favourable to love affairs. Very receptive,

inspirational, suffers through misunderstanding. He should not
exaggerate his feelings, obstacles make him dejected, easily
discouraged and feels irresolute.
When Moon is afflicted, one is of doubtful nature, lazy,
self-indulgent and one can be easily led astray.
Females: The girls with this Moon sign have a round, pleasant and,
affable face, puffy cheeks, large liquid eyes which are very prominent,
and have a soft mouth.
Such ladies are emotional, dreamy, inactive, stubborn, and least
provocative. Their eyes are full of sex and lust. They should avoid
hurting others at any cost. They are modest, kind, courteous and
lovable. Soft and good natured, nervous temperament but highly
romantic. Fond of love, poetry and music. Helpful to the needy and can
even sacrifice themselves for those in distress. Charitable nature. Gain
from legacies and inheritance rather than from husband's wealth. The
health will remain average.
Compatibility Table
The following table is a "Love Guide" or "Marriage Guide", according
to Moon sign. It provides agreeable and disagreeable Moon signs of boy
and girl. Moon sign either 3rd or 11th from the Moon sign of girl are
considered good for boy. Similarly the girl's Moon sign which is 4th,
7th or 10th from the boy's Moon sign is quite favourable. These rules
can also apply to Sun sign and also to Ascendant for boys and girls.
1.No

Moon sign oi
Janam Rasi

I.

Aries

2.

Tauras

3.

Gemini

4

Cancer

5

Leo

6.

Virgo

7.

Libra

8.

Scorpio

9.

Sagittarius

10.

Capricorn

II.

Aquarius

12..

Pisces

Agreeable Moon sign

Disagreeable Moon sign

Gemini, Cancer, L«o, Sagittarius

Tauras, Virgo, Scorpio and

Capricorn, Aquarius and Libra
Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces
Leo, Virgo, Libra, Sagittarius,
Aquarius, Pisces and Aries
Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Capricorn,
Pisces, Aries and Taurus
Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius,
Taurus, Aries and Gemini
Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capri-

Pisces.
Gemini, Libra, Sagittarius
and Arias
Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio
and Capricorn
Leo, Sagittarius, Gemini
and Aquarius
Virgo, Capricorn, Pisces
and Cancer
Libra, Leo, Aquarius and

corn, Pisces, Taurus, Gemini,
Cancer
Aquarius, Sagittarius, Capricorn,
Aries, Gemini, and Leo
Aquarius, Cancer, Capricorn,
Pisces, Taurus, Leo and Virgo
Aquarius, Pisces, Anes,
Gemini, Leo, Virgo and Libra
Pisces, Aries, Taurus, Cancer,
Virgo, Libra and Scorpio
Aries, Taurus. Gemini. Leo,
Libra, Scorpio and Sagittarius
Taurus, Gemini. Cancer,
Virgo, Scorpio, Sagittarius

Aries
Pisces, Taurus, Virgo and
Scorpio
Aries, Gemini, Libra and
Sagittarius
Scorpio. Capricorn, Taurus
and Cancer
Aquarius, Gemini, Leo and
Virgo
Cancer, Pisces, Capricorn
and Virgo
Aries, Leo, Libra and
Aquarius

and Capricorn

RETROGRADE PLANETS
As already studied in previous chapters, we now know that Sun,
Moon, Mars, Venus and Saturn with Rahu and Ketu have striking
bearings, and affect the life of man and woman in sex, marriage,
compatibility, other social and domestic deeds. Sun and Moon are never
retrograde whereas Rahu and Kciu are naturally always retrograde.

So we now study Retrograde planets and their effects on above
aspects of life.
Mars Retrograde
Retrograde Mars causes woman to become frigid or go to extremes,
there seems to be no middle course. Such a woman has sex-aversion
even with her husband.
The women having retrograde Mars in their chart, bitterly
complain that their husbands are after other women. They are
not satisfied with their husbands in marital affairs, not because they
are too sexy but because they themselves are averse to .sexual relations
as per their physical energy and vitality never rises to meet the
challenge, They are against sex and turn the native to a homosexual.
Some woman frequently rebel against their own desires, try to stifle
them, preferring to act, when they have to face tremendous odds, subconsciously seeking an excuse for the failure they anticipate.

Mars retrograde six to eight days, of course, that is sixty to eighty
years in a horoscope progression. During its slow moving period,
two weeks before and after retrogression, it indicates the effects for
ladies.
Venus Retrograde
The effect of retrograde Venus is disastrous to the happy married life. If
after a few years of marriage Venus turns slow and retrograde,
the woman lacks in sex resulting in her husband turning to other women
and married life becomes hell. As Venus grows slowly and
retrograde, the man or woman feels impotent and becomes
disinterested in sexual relations.
Ladies having Venus retrograde in their birth charts tend to
become fastidious, of reserved habits. They are also inclined to
unconventional love expressions, may renounce love for religion and
become quite ceremonious.
But when Venus turns direct, the native assumes a personality
physical appearance, vigour attractive to the opposite sex etc. Venus
seems to work alike in all signs when retrograde. It affects men
particularly.
Mercury Retrograde
Persons with retrograde Mercury in their birth chart tend to think in
terms of symbols and insights rather than facts and figures. The mind
works more easily on the.sub-conscious level, hence their insights
into motivations are often uncanny and revealing. Such people
are amazingly profound, creative, discovering possibilities which are
more direct, obvious, practical. Such people talk to themselves and
hum little tunes. They do not seem lo hear other persons. They justify
their actions with reasons they grasp after the matter is concluded.
It is always worthwhile listening to persons with Mercury
retrograde. What they say may not apply to the matter in hand but is
Ultimately correct.
Jupiter Retrograde
Such persons often get success in other people's failures. They start
at the point, where others become discouraged, and have unique ability
to succeed in projects which have been abandoned. They are people
who become surprised when they find opportunities are worked out
with ease. Such people revive sick companies and uncover hidden assets
etc. or in other words they do some remarkable jobs which cannot be
done by others. In order to achieve their mental goal they prefer to
bargain.
Saturn Retrograde
Persons with Saturn Retrograde in their birth charts do not like to be
known in public, they find security in intellectuals or spirituals. They
yield easily to external influences. They either appear shy, uneasy,
Introvert, lacking in self-assertion or attempt at times to cover this lapse
with a pretext of arrogance. They feel alone, isolated, separated from
their friends and are seldom understood. They are reserved.
LOVER'S GUIDE
This guide has been designed according to the entry of Sun into a

Zodiac sign as per Hindu astrology. Apart from general effects on males
and females, each sign has been sub-divided further into three parts to
narrow down the effects in a clearer way.
I. Aries Lover (April 13th-May 14th)
Males: This lover is extremely frank, enthusiastic in love, of
practical views, lasting affection and demands your best at all times and
does not hesitate to let you know when you are slipping. Adventure and
freedom are the plus points of this lover. He is of a dominant nature and
will be following so fast behind you that you won't go very far.
Romantic, rash, passionate but a spendthrift.
Females: This lover is witty, intelligent, and independent. She
expects her praise from you and expects good care. She will have the
power to override and boss over you, can be aggressive but very
romantic and sexy. Fiery in passions, and can be controlled with
tact.

